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(Print in PDF) To express anger, joy, pain, surprise... We use an exclamation point. It ends with an exclamation point. ! He's so mean! He's so fat. About! Boom! Gosh darn! The main exclamation points. The sea is calm today. Is the sea calm today? How calm the sea is today! You're in luck. Are you lucky? How lucky you are! What an
ugly character! He's got a bad temper. Is he having a bad temper? Help me, help me! Why isn't he playing? It's so good to see you! Concludes the exclamation with one of the following words: What is something..................... It's a beautiful toy! ......................... Beautiful dress! ......................... Happy clowns! ......................... Sad girls! Put
on the right sign at the end of each sentence. (? or!) Where you go on vacation How this region is nice What a beautiful cold water shell you float exclamation point serves to show certain feelings such as disgust, pleasure, surprise, joy, nervousness ... or give the order. Ends with an exclamation point (!). Watch the video below for more
details: Watch the video in the new tab Click on the following images to access the exercises online: Click on the following preview to download an adapted exercise sheet from the online version: Download the corrected exercise sheet of qgt; ESSENTIALS: TEST YOUR LIVE WORK GUIDE OUR BEST RECORDS The most popular
maps One lesson in email in the week Help/contact qgt; COURSE AND EXERCICES: Abbreviations Of The Adjectives Adverbs Alphabet (c) Animal Silver Slang Articles Audio (Audio) Auxiliary Songs Of Comparisons/Superlitiers Joins Conditional Confusions Unions Connectors Courier Course Dates Dialogues Dictated to Describe
Demonstrative School Of Being Exclamations Family False Friends French Foreign Language / Second Language Films Learning Future Holidays Gender Tastes Grammars Great Beginners Guide Geography Homonymity Impersonal Infinitive Online Inversion Games Press Delivery Press Missing Letter Literature Shop House Of
Capitals Diseases Words Music MixEs Predicted Prognosmen Pronunciation Proverbs Prepositions Present Time Number Issue Related to Sports Direct Style | Subordinated By Synonyms Time Level Tests All/All Translations Of The Work Phone Video Everyday Life Cities Cars Travel Clothing zgt; Our Free Sites: Lessons in
Mathematics Lessons in Spanish Lessons in German Lessons from French Language Class Mathematics Useful Tools English Tank Learn French Learn English Creating Exercises(INFORMATIONS: Copyright Laurent Camus - More, Help, Contact Us (Security Tips) (Security Tips) (Site Plan) Reproductions and Translations are
prohibited on any medium (see terms) Content of the site | Courses and exercises in French are 100% free, except for an online subscription from the provider. In this French class we will talk about a certain type of sentence: an exclamation point. Let's see what it is made of, how to distinguish it and how not to confuse it. At the end of
this grammar lesson, you'll find assessment exercises, printed sheets and videos. What is an exclamation point? The exclamation word is a series of words that express feelings or emotions: for example, anger, surprise, fear, joy, admiration, disappointment ... Examples: I can no longer work!    I'm showing my displeasure. This city is
beautiful!         I admire. This climate is very harsh!       I express my surprise. How easy is it to detect? The exclamation point can be easily identified because: It always ends with an exclamation point (Let's write !) It often starts with words like: what, like that, what. In oral, the intonation of the voice grows. Examples: What a sweet girl!
How stupid you are! What a beautiful castle! What artists! It's a really unusual relationship! These meetings are endless! Don't confuse an exclamation point with other types of sentences! Beware, the sentence consists of a series of words that ends with a sign !  not necessarily an exclamation point. It needs to be checked that it
expresses feelings or emotions. Example: Eat bread! Faster! Without crossing the threshold of this door! These suggestions are not exclamation points. Indeed, they do not express any emotions or feelings. They give an order: it is imperative / judicial sentences. Could it be made up of one word? Yes, an exclamation point can only be
invented in one word. Example: Awesome!  (Note the punctuation at the end of this sentence,) Assessment exercise indicates each sentence if it is exclamation point. 1)- your money. 2) - Keep your money! 3) - Park I car ... 4) - He cuts his steak with a knife. 5) - How did he cut his steak? 6) - What a beautiful flower! 7) - What is this
flower? 8) - Eat soup! 9) - What a horror! 10) - I'm glad to finally see you again! Adjusted for exercise evaluation: 1)- No. (No! .) 2) - Yes. (Definitely shows irritation.) 3) - No. (It's not even a suggestion.) 4) - No. (No ! at the end.) 5) - No. (Ask a question.) 6) - Yes. (Shows a miracle.) 7) - No. (It's an order.) 8) - No. (Doesn't express feelings,
but gives the order.) 9) - Yes. (Shows disgust.) 10) - Yes. (Shows satisfaction or happiness.) Watch the video Watch lesson in the Video Train Start quiz (the quiz does not work on your smartphone.) Print Sheets Download Course Download Exercise Scores Other courses and exercises X Working session Previous � Next -/10 (0 notes)
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